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Abstract 
Ball, R.N. and A.W. Hager, Algebraic extensions of an archimedean lattice-ordered group. I, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 85 (1993) l-20. 
Within a quite general class of structures, it is shown (pursuing a lead of Bacsich) that an 
extension A 5 B is algebraic according to a definition transplanted from a model-theoretic 
context of J&son (we say, ‘an AE’ ) if and only if A 5 E 5 B implies A 5 E is epimorphic in 
the categorical sense. This is valid in the category Arch of archimedean I-groups. with 
I-homomorphisms, and its subcategory YY. whose objects have distinguished weak unit, whose 
morphisms preserve the weak unit. Here, we focus on ‘%- (turning to Arch in a sequel; an 
understanding of ‘u/’ is necessary first), deploying our theory of epimorphisms developed 
previously. We find the forbidding pieces of pathology than an AE of an AE need not be an 
AE. and only rarely does an object have an AE which is also algebraically closed (AC). But 
still, there are canonical extensions A 5 c’A 5 C[%,,] 5 C[%?,,] with the features: A 5 B is an 
AE if and only if the ideal generated by A in B embeds into c’A; every AE of A embeds into 
C[%‘,t] and C[%,,,] is minimum for that; C[ZA,] is AC. and minimum for that plus containing 
every AE of A-so A is AC if and only if A = C[ ‘Z’,,]. The defect that AE’s are not 
composable can be attributed to the fact that there are AE’s A 5 B with elements of B not 
order-dominated by A; defining these away produces a ‘perfect theory’. Corollaries of the 
development are that the c’ objects constitute the least reflective subcategory with each 
refection an essential extension, and that this class coincides with the class of extremal 
subobjects of AC objects. 
Correspondence to: A.W. Hager, Department of Mathematics, Wesleyan University, Middletown, 
CT 06549, USA. 
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1. An extension is algebraic iff reskictably epic 
This section is intended to take place in the category, or class of structures, ‘u”, 
or Arch, and all maps are supposed to be homomorphisms of the class. The 
reader may refer to [l] or [9], if necessary, but almost no specific information will 
be needed; indeed, it will be clear that all of this section is valid in quite 
considerable generality. 
A 5 B means that A is a subobject of B (and S c T is just inclusion as a 
subset). When A 5 B and b E B, A,(b) denotes the subobject of B generated by 
A and b. 
The following is a verbal copy of a definition from [24], whose context is 
different from ours; see Remarks 1.4. 
1.1. Definition. Let A 5 B. 
(a) Let b E B, and let A 5 C with c E C. Then, c is equivalent to b over A if 
there is an isomorphism f : A,(b)-+ A,.(c) with fl, = id,, and f(b) = c. 
(b) b E B is algebraic over A if no extension of A contains infinitely many 
elements equivalent to b over A. 
(c) B is an algebraic extension of A if every element of B is algebraic over A. 
Recall that, in a category, a morphism e : A -+ B is called an epimorphism (or 
‘is epic’) if whenever CY,~ : B + C have aye = /3e, then a = p. So, A 5 B is epic 
means that, when a,P : B-C have (Y\,, = PIA, then (Y = p. 
The following, and its corollary are closely related to observations in [4], whose 
context is different from ours; see Remarks 1.4. 
1.2. Theorem. Let A 5 B, and b E B. These are equivalent. 
(a) b is algebraic over A. 
(b) No extension of A contains two elements equivalent to b over A. 
(c) A I A,(b) is epic. 
Proof. (c)+(a) is clear. 
We shall prove (a) + (b) and (b) + (c). We need to know that a one-to-one 
onto homomorphism is an isomorphism, that when f : A+ C is a homo- 
morphism, then f(A) is a subobject of C, and we need products (if only 
countable): The product in Arch is the l-group product, i.e., the Cartesian product 
with the coordinatewise operation and order, and the product in %V of objects A, 
with weak unit e, is the Arch-product n A, with (e,) as distinguished weak unit. 
(a) + (b) S~PP ose that (b) fails, and we have A 5 C with two elements 
equivalent to b over A, so there are isomorphisms f : A,(b)-+ A (.( f(b)) and 
g : A,(b)- A,.( g(b)), each the identity on A, with f(b) f g(b). For each n E N, 
let C,, = C, and let h, : A R(b)- n,, C, = D be defined by r,,, 0 h, = f when n f i, 
n, ohi = g. Note that each h, is one-to-one. Since A 5 C,, for each ~1, we may 
identify A with {(a, a,. .) 1 a E A} 5 D, and then for each i, h,(, = id,,, 
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h,(A,(b)) = A,(h,(b)), and hi : A,(b)--+ A,(h,(b)) is an isomorphism. Since 
h,(b) # h,(b) when i # j, condition (a) fails. 
(b)+(c) Suppose A 5 A,(b) is not epic, so there are (Y,B : A,(b)+ D with 
CY\~ = PIA, but cr #p. Let f,g : A,(b)+ D x A = C be: f(x) = ((Y(X), x), g(x) = 
(B(x), x). Clearly, f f g, while f and g are one-to-one, and f(u) = g(u) for a E A. 
So we identify A with {(f(u), a) 1 a E A} 5 C. As before, f(A,(b)) = A,( f(b)); 
thus, f : A,(b)+ A,( f(b)) is an isomorphism and f(b) is equivalent to b over A. 
Likewise, g(b) is equivalent to b over A. However, f(b) # g(b): any element of 
A,(b) is a finite group and lattice combination of b and elements of A, and f and 
g preserve those combinations; so f(6) = g(b), with f IA = gl, , would imply f = g. 
Thus (b) fails. 0 
In a general category, a morphism e : A - B is called restrictably epic if e = PLY 
implies (Y is epic. Thus, in the present setting, an extension A 5 B is restrictably 
epic if A 5 E 5 B implies A 5 E is epic. 
1.3. Corollary. Let A 5 B. These are equivalent. 
(a) B is un algebraic extension of A. 
(b) Whenever b E B, A 5 A,(b) is epic. 
(c) A 5 B is restrictably epic. 
Proof. (a) + (b) by Theorem 1.2, and clearly (c) 3 (b). 
(b)~(c)IfAsE~BwithA~Enotepic,wehavea,p:E~Cwith(_yl,= 
PI, but (Y # B, so we have b E E with a(b) f B(b). Thus, ‘~1~~~~) # BIA8(bj, while 
they agree on A, so A 5 A,(b) is not epic. 0 
1.4. Remarks. Definition 1.1 is lifted from Jonsson’s paper [24], which explores 
the notion in the setting of a class of models of a set of universal sentences, 
satisfying the Amalgamation Property (AP). Heavy use is made there of AP. 
Bacsich’s paper [4] (and some related work by the same author) relates 
algebraic extensions to epimorphic ones, in contexts similar to Jonsson’s, includ- 
ing AP (again, heavily deployed); [4] shows the equivalence (under varying 
hypotheses) of several model-theoretic definitions of algebraic extension, and that 
‘algebraic’ = ‘epimorphic’. In particular, while Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 
above owe much to [4]-indeed, we have borrowed pieces of proof-they do not 
appear there. 
‘?V’ and Arch are not such classes of models, both fail the AP [26], and have 
many epics not restrictably epic (as noted in [5], and as we shall see in the next 
section). 
2. The Yosida representation and algebraic extensions in “ur 
The rest of this paper deals with ‘ur. We shall recall the Yosida representation, 
and our characterization of epimorphisms, and then give a preliminary description 
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of algebraic (i.e., restrictably epic) extensions. (We defined “ur in the Intro- 
duction. The reader needing more background can consult [l] or [9] or can use 
2.1 below as an operational definition.) 
The distinguished weak unit of w-object A will, when a label is needed, be 
denoted eA. 
For X a topological space, D(X) stands for {f : X+ [-x, +m] 1 f is continu- 
ous, f-‘(R) is dense}. D(X) is a lattice in the pointwise supremum and infimum. 
We write ‘f + g = h in D(X)’ if f(x) + g(x) = h(x) for x Ef-‘(R) il g-‘(R) fJ 
h-‘(R). If A c D(X), and A is a lattice and group with these operations, and the 
constant function 1 E A, we say that A is a .?V-object in D(X) (with eA = 1). 
(Only rarely is D(X) a %V-object in itself; this will be discussed at some length 
later.) 
The following is described in varying detail in [9, 18, 25, 281. 
2.1. The Yosida representation. (a) For A E 74, there is a compact Hausdorff 
space YA and a 7V-isomorphism A * a onto a w-object in D( YA) (which means 
eA = l), with a separating the points of YA. 
(b) If A- A is another 7&“-isomorphism onto a ‘U/^-object A in D(X), with X 
compact Hausdorff, then there is a continuous map 7 : X-+ YA for which 6 = b 0 7 
for each a E A. If A separates the points of X, then 7 is a homeomorphism. 
(c) If A& B is a ‘?V”-morphism, then there is a unique continuous 
YA +‘” YB for which cp(a)^ = 4 o(Yq) for each a E A. And, cp is one-to-one if 
and only if Y(p is onto. 
2.2. Remarks. The following observations will be needed later. 
(a) It is not difficult to see that the operator Y in 2.1 is a functor from 74 to 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Regarding notation, that of 2.1(c)-A *B, and 
YA a YB-is our favorite, being concise, and emphasizing the algebra and 
contravariance of Y. However, demands of typography will frequently necessitate 
the more conventional cp : A -+ B and Y(p : YB+ YA. In that vein, given an 
embedding A i B which requires a label, we usually will write cp : A 5 B. 
(b) Given AE W, let A” = {aE Al Ial sne, for some nEN}. This is the 
Z-ideal in A generated by eA, and consists of those a E A which have 6 bounded, 
i.e., 6 E C( YA). The Yosida representation of A provides a representation of A*, 
and 2.1(b) shows a homeomorphism YA + YA*; we just write YA = YA”. 
(c) Let 7 : X+ Y be a continuous surjection of compact spaces. T is called 
irreducible if F proper closed in X implies T(F) # Y, and then it follows that E 
dense in Y implies T-‘(E) dense in X. Thus, given A E ‘W, if 7 : X+ YA is 
irreducible putting ti = ri 0 T defines a cllr-isomorphism of A onto the w-subobject 
A of D(X). 
[.5] describes the %f epimorphisms in terms of the Yosida representation as 
follows: Consider a 74-inclusion cp : A 5 B. (cp is just a label.) 2.1 provides a 
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surjection YA a YB. Let B be the representation of B of 2.1(a); with A 5 B, A 
shall stand for the image of A in b (not A’s own representation). One notes that, 
forp,qE YB, Yq(p)= Yp(q) iff h(p)=;(q) for every SEA. 
2.3. Theorem. In W, cp : A 5 B is epic if and only if, for each b E B, there is 
countable Z(b) c B for which: whenever p,q E YB have Yp(p) = Yp(q), but 
6(p) # 6(q), then there is g E Z(b) f or which g(p) = 200 or g(q) = km. 0 
2.4. Remarks. The following observations illustrate Theorem 2.3 (which, admit- 
tedly can seem a bit opaque), exhibit non-algebraic epic embeddings, and will be 
needed later. One may see [5] for more commentary in this vein. 
(a) In view of Theorem 2.3, one thinks of a pair (p, q) of points of YB as an 
obstacle to epicity of cp : A 5 B if p # q but (Yq)( p) = (Y(p)(q), and A 5 B will 
be epic if each obstacle gets overcome (covered) by infinities of B in a certain 
way. So, for example, if B has no infinities, cp : A 5 B cannot be epic unless there 
are no obstacles, i.e. Yq is one-to-one. 
(b) More explicitly, given a continuous surjection X, AX2 of compact 
spaces, a w-embedding cp : C(X,) -+ C(X2) results from cp( f) = f 0 T. By the 
unicity statements in 2.1, YC(X,) = X, and Yp = 7, and the presentations of the 
C’s are the Yosida representations. C(X2) has no infinities, so cp is epic iff T is 
one-to-one. 
(c) On the other hand, consider compact Hausdorff X with the proper dense 
cozero set coz a (a E C(X)‘). Th en the inclusion X + coz a lifts to a surjection 
X A p coz a ( p = Stone-tech compactification), which induces an embedding 
cp : C(X) + C(coz a) = Qcoz a) c D( p coz a) by cp( f) = f07 (equivalently, 
cp( f) = p( f I,,,,), /3 denoting Stone-tech extension of the function f I,,,,,). 
This cp is epic: if T(P) = $9) and there is b E ~(COZ a) with 6(p) # b(q), then 
one of p,q lies in p coz a - coz a, i.e. Z(b) = { p( 4)) where p( 4) is constantly +m 
(for each b E ~(COZ a), in fact). 
But, if coz a is not C*-embedded (equivalently, T is not one-to-one), then 
cp : C(X) I C(coz a) is not algebraic, because C(X) cr C*(coz a) = C( p coz a) 5 
~(COZ a) = C(coz a) and C(X) 5 C*( coz a) is non-epic of the type of paragraph 
(b) above. 
Clearly then, epic embeddings which fail to be restrictably epic, i.e., non- 
algebraic epic embeddings, are abundant in 7K We shortly shall characterize 
algebraic embeddings along the lines of Theorem 2.3. Some preliminaries are 
convenient: 
2.5. Terminology. Suppose cp : A i B, with YA a YB, and b E B. We call I an 
epi-indicator over A for b in B if I c B, I is countable, and wherever 6(p) f 6(q) 
and (Yq)(p) = (Yp)(q), then there is g E I with g(p) = ?m or g(q) = 2~. (So 
Theorem 2.3 says A c; B is epic iff each element of B ‘has an epi-indicator’.) 
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2.6. Lemma. In W, let A 5 E 5 B, let b E E, and I c E. Then, I epi-indicates 
over A for b in E iff I epi-indicates over A for b in B. 
Proof. Label the inclusions as cp : A 5 E and $ : E 4 B. SO we have +!J,CP : A 5 B. 
2.1 yields surjections YA c YE c YB, and (Yq)(Y$) = Y(I&J), since Y is a 
functor . 
Let I epi-indicate over A for B in E. Suppose p, q E YB, Y(+lcp)( p) = Y(+)(q) 
but 6(p) # 6(q), n denoting the Yosida representation of B. Let - denote the 
Yosida representation of E; we have bo(Y$) = 6. Thus, (Yq)((Y$)( p)) = 
(Yq)((Y$)(q)), but &(Y$)(p))fb((Y+)(q)). So there is cEZ such that 
c((Y+)( P>) = m or 3(Ytl/)( s>> = x- f-3’ mce E = Co (Yqk), this says t(p) = x or 
e(q) = m. 
The converse is similar. 0 
2.7. Lemma. In W, let A 5 B, and b E B. If for each n, I,, epi-indicates over A for 
b,, = (b A neB) v (-neB) in B, then U n I,, epi-indicates over A for b in B. 
Proof. Labelling cp : A 5 B, with Yosida map YA 2 YB, let (Yp)(p) = 
(Yq)( q) but 6(p) # 6(q). So, for some n, 6,,(p) # g,,(q), and there is g E I,, with 
g(p or q) =m. q 
2.8. Theorem. In W, for A 5 B, the following are equivalent. 
(a) A 5 B is algebraic (i.e., restrictably epic). 
(b) A is epically embedded in [AIR = the ideal A generates in B. 
(c) For each b E B, there is an epic-indicator I over A for b in B, with I c A. 
Proof. (a) j (b) is clear. 
(b) 3 (c) Of course, [AlLI = {b 5 B I3a E A with 161~ a}. Let b E B. Since 
AsBinW,e,=e,, so for each n, the b,? of Lemma 2.7 is in [AIB, and there is 
an epic-indicator J,, over A for b,, in [A], . If g E J,, C [AIR, we choose aR E A 
with lg[ 5 a,, and let t,, = {a, 1 g E J,}. Clearly, I,, epic-indicates over A for b, in 
[AIL?, and thus in B, by the implication ‘$’ of Lemma 2.6. By Lemma 2.7, 
U I C A, and epi-indicates over A for b in B. n II- 
(c) 3 (a) Let A 5 E 5 B, let b E E, and (by (c)) choose I G A which epi- 
indicates over A for b in B. By ‘e’ of Lemma 2.6, I epi-indicates over A for b in 
E. By Theorem 2.3, A 5 E is epi. Thus A 5 B is algebraic. 0 
3. The extensions of W-objects 
This expository section describes those extensions of an A E ‘Jlf mentioned in 
the abstract, which are relevant to the study of algebraic extensions. 
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3.1. Direct limits. We sketch a method from [13], used there to examine certain 
extensions of C(X). 
(a) Let X be a topological space, with B a filter of dense subsets of X (meaning 
F, n F2 E 9 whenever F, ,F, E 9). Let C[ 9]= U {C(F) ( F E S} modulo the 
equivalence -: for f, E C(F,), F, E 9, i = 12, f, -f, meansf21FlnF, =f,lF,nF2. For 
f, E C(F,), and equivalence classes [f,], [f,] 5 [f,] means f, 5 f, pointwise on 
F, f’ F2, and [f,] + [f,] -[A], where h =f,lFlnF, +f2jr;,nr;z. With these definitions, 
C[$] is an archimedean I-group in which [l] is a weak unit: C[F] E W. For each 
F E 9, we have the W-morphism C(F) 3 f- [f] E C[ 91, which is one-to-one 
because the F’s are dense. We write C(F) 5 C[ 91. 
Of course, C[s] is the direct limit in W of the system of C(F)‘s with bonding 
maps: when F, > F2, C(F,)+ C(F2) is the restriction homomorphism f~f]~?. 
Dually, we have an inverse system of spaces p F where, for F, > F2, the bonding 
map PF, +- /3 F2 is the Stone-Cech extension of the inclusion F, c, F,, and thus 
we have the inverse limit space L = lim { /3F 1 F E S} with the canonical projec- 
tions TV- : L + PF. Since each bondingmap is irreducible, so is each rrF, and by 
Remark 2.2(c), C(F) 3f++ Pfo rTTF E D(L) defines an embedding as a W-object 
C(F) c D(L), and C[$] c D(L) results. Now, 2.1(b) shows that L = YC[%], 
and rT- emerges as the image under the Yosida functor for the embedding 
C(F) 5 C[9]. 
We note that, if 5 and % are two filters of dense sets in X, and 9 & 9, then 
C[9] 5 C[%]. 
(b) Now let A E W, so we have the space YA and the filter A-‘(R) = 
{K’(R) 1 a E A} of dense sets. The map A 3 a - Lij,-~~,) E C(ci-‘(R)) 2 
C[A-‘(R)] evidently defines a W-embedding A 5 C[A-l(R)]. 
Thus, wherever 9 is another filter of dense sets in YA, with A-‘(R) c 9, we 
have A I C[A-‘(R)] 5 C[9]. Note that such an extension A 5 C[9] is essential, 
meaning that a morphism cp out of C[s] will be one-to-one if just (~1~ is 
one-to-one. To see that, it suffices that for f > 0 in C[ 91, there is a E A with 
0 < a 5 f: so, choose F with f E C(F), then open G in F and r E R with 
f(,;zr>O, then open G’ in YA with G’nF=G, then aEA with O<a, 
61c;, 5 r, ci = 0 off G’. 
And, by the way, essentiality of A 5 C[9] is equivalent to irreducibility of the 
dual Yosida surjection 7~~~ : l@ PF = YC[9]- YA. See, e.g., [19]. 
3.2. The c3-hull. With A E W, let A-‘(R)s be the collection of all countable 
intersections of sets in A-‘(R). This is a filter of sets in YA, which are dense by 
the Baire Category Theorem. Let c3A denote C[Am’(R),]; so we have the 
essential extension A I c3A, by 3.1, called the ‘c’-hull’. 
‘c” stands for ‘closed under countable composition’, a property introduced in 
[20]. The hull was introduced in [2] and [3], and the form of it described there and 
here was suggested by 2.4 of [20]. Other forms and features are described in [7] 
and [16]. We list some features of c3A which we shall need, as developed in [3]. 
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(a) If G E ?V is ‘convex’ (meaning that f E D( YG) and If/ 5 g E G implies 
f~ G) then, for each gE G, g-‘(R) is C*-embedded in YG. 
(b) Each c’A is convex. 
(c) In a compact space, a countable intersection of dense C*-embedded cozero 
sets is C*-embedded. 
(d) c’(c3A) = c?A, for each A. 
(e) If cp : A+ G E W and c3G = G, then there is unique c’cp : c’A+ G with 
c3’p]A = cp. 
(These facts are only implicit in [3], since c~A was not the main point there. So 
we note: (a) is [3, 2.11, and is closely related to a result in [21]. (b) follows from 
[3, 2.31, or [21, 3.71. (c) is [3, 3.1(4)], cited there without proof; for a proof see [2] 
or [ll]. (d) follows from (a), (b), and (c) easily. (e) can be proved exactly as the 
lifting argument on p. 7 of [3].) 
3.3. The other extensions. First, a general remark: Suppose given A 5 C[9], as 
in 3.1(b). Suppose 9 is a filter of dense sets in YC[$] which contains C[ 91P’(R). 
We then have C[$] 5 C[%], and thus A 5 C[9] 5 C[ 91. This is an essential 
extension of A (as a composition of essential extensions), and the dual Yosida 
map YA t YC[ $91 is irreducible (as a composition of irreducible maps per 3.1 (or 
as the dual of an essential embedding per 3.1(b))). 
We extend c3A in two ways, via the filter (ea of all dense cozero sets in Yc3A, 
and via the larger filter (eA6 of all countable intersections from %‘*. We thus have 
the essential extensions 
We have said about all that is necessary to deal with C[ %?,I, but C[ %,,I is more 
complicated: 
3.4. The quasi-F cover. This theory is from [12] and [29]. We stick to compact 
spaces, and we follow [12]. 
A space is called quasi-F if each dense cozero set is C”-embedded. 
Given X, let q(X) be the filter of dense cozeros of X, and Z(X), the larger 
filter of all countable intersections. We then have L = 1E { PS 1 S E %‘(X),} with 
the projection 7~ : L-+ X, and 
(a) L is quasi-F and 7~ is irreducible; 
(b) if p : K-X has K quasi-F and p irreducible, then there is CT : K- L with 
rcr = p. Thus, (L, n) is called the (minimum) quasi-F cover of X. 
We also have C[%(X)] 5 C[%‘(X),] c D(L) (per the discussion in 3.1), and 
(c) each f E C[ V?(X),] is the uniform limit (over an S E g(X),) of a sequence 
from C[ g(X)]; 
(d) YC[%(X)] = L; 
(e) VfW4~1 = W). 
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Now let A E W, so we have A 5 c3A 5 C[%,] 5 C[(e,,]; note (eA = %(Yc3A), in 
the notation above. Taking Yosida duals, we have YA & Yc3A & YC[ %,I = 
YC[%,,] (the equality by (d) above), and, according to the discussion above, 
(YC[%,,], A) is the quasi-F cover of Yc3A. But, it is easy to see that 
(f) (YC[ ge,,], p.h) is the quasi-F cover of YA. 
Finally, we proceed to an explanation of what all this has to do with algebraic 
extensions. That occupies the rest of the paper. 
4. Algebraic extensions and c3A 
We present the main theorem of the paper, and show that the composition of 
two algebraic extensions need not be algebraic. 
4.1. Theorem. In W, A 5 B is algebraic iff A 5 [AIR 5 C-A 
Again, [AlA denotes the ideal A generates in B. The exact meaning of the 
condition A 5 [AIB 5 c3A is this: Introducing labels Q : A 5 c3A and cp : A 5 B, 
and letting cp” : A 5 [AIR denote the ‘range-restriction’ of cp, there is y : [ AIB 5 
c3A with y(p’ = LY. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that A 5 c3A is algebraic: we shall show that, 
if f E c3A, then there is I c A which epi-indicates over A for f in c3A; then 
Theorem 2.8 applies. 
Let fEc3A. There is F=n&,‘(R) with fEC(F). Let AIF={aE 
A ( L’(R) > F}. Evidently, A 1 F 5 C(F) 5 c3A (all 5 meant in W, as usual). Let 
Z={a,(nEN}; evidently, IcAlF. 
We claim Z epi-indicates over A 1 F for fin C(F): Introduce the label cp : A 1 F 5 
C(F). Now Y(A 1 F) = YA (by 2.1), YC(F) = PF, and Y(A ( F) e YC(F) is 
just the Stone-tech extension of the inclusion YA c-’ F. Suppose p,q E /3F have 
Ye = YP(~)> but I+.&); h ere f= Pf: /SF-[-m, +m]. Then, p#q, 
while Yp( p) = Yq( q), and since Ypl F is one-to-one, one of p, q E p F - F; say p. 
But PF- F= Uni,‘(kx), and so pEsome tinI( as desired. 
By Lemma 2.6, it follows that Z epi-indicates over A I F for f in c3A. Evidently, 
A ) F 5 A 5 c3A (in W), and we have that Z C A 1 F, and Z epi-indicates over A I F 
for f in c3A. This implies that Z c A, and then Z epi-indicates over A for f in c3A 
(as desired) by the following lemma: 
4.2. Lemma. Suppose that G I H 5 K, that Z c G, f E K, and that Z epi-indicates 
over G for f in K. Then, Z epi-indicates over H for f in K. 
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Proof. Introduce the labels cp : G 5 H, $ : H 5 K. We then have 
YG* YH & YK, with (Yp)(Y$) = Y($cp). The content of the statement is 
just that, forp,qE YK, if Y+(p)= Y+(q), then Y(+cp)(p)= Y(+p)(q), whichis 
clear. q 
We have shown that A 5 c3A is algebraic. 
Now suppose that A 5 [AIR 5 c3A. Then, by Corollary 1.3, A 5 [AIR is epic, so 
by Theorem 2.8, A 5 B is algebraic. 
We turn to the converse. Suppose 40 : A 5 B is algebraic. We are to embed 
[A] R 5 c3A over A. 
First, we have the surjection YA 2 YB, and, denoting the Yosida representa- 
tion of A by 5 and of B by 6, we have from 2.1 the formula 
(*I +(a) = a0 Yq ) for each a E A . 
Now let f E [ AIH. By Theorem 2.8 there is {a,, 1 rz 5 l} c A epi-indicating for f 
over A in B (or, in [AIB), and, there is a,, E A with ]fi 5 ~(a,,), since f E [AIB. 
Let E = n,,,,, 6, ‘(R) c YB, and F = f-l,,,,, i,:‘(R) & YA. A short calculation 
with the formula (*) shows that 
(**I E = (Y+‘(F) ; thus (Yq)(E) = F 
From f, we define g E C(F) as follows: For x E F, choose p E E with YP( p) = 
x, and let g(x) = f( p). This says g7 = f, where 7 stands for the restriction of Y(p to 
E, onto F; we must check three things. 
First, g is well-defined as a function on F: Let p E E, and suppose q E YB has 
Yp(q)= Yq(p), but f(q)#f(p). Then there is n?l for which ri,,(p)=x or 
“i,(q) =x. Since p E E, h,,(p) is real, so C;,,(q) = x and q$E. 
Second, g is real-valued, because p is real-valued on E (because ] f\ 5 q(u,,) and 
@(a,,) is real-valued on E). 
Third, g is continuous: Now, 7 is a closed map (for, given closed Z in E, there 
is compact K in YB with Z = K fl E, and (**) implies that T(Z) = (Yq)(K) n E, 
and that is closed in E since (Yp)(K) 1s compact). Thus, T is a quotient [27, 9.21, 
and since gT = f and f is continuous, g is continuous too [27, 9.41. 
Thus, given f E [AIB, we have g, and also the equivalence class [g] E c3A. We 
claim this to be the desired W-embedding. We sketch the details: 
The passage f~ [g] is well-defined, that is, if we chose at the outset some 
different {a: 1 II 10)) thus different F’ and E’, and different g’ E C(F’), we would 
have g’IF,F. = gl,,,., so that [g’] = [g]. This is easily seen by scanning the 
process. 
Thus we have a map [AIR 3f-[g]E c3A. Suppose, for i= 1,2, f; have 
associated Fi, E, and g,. It is easily seen by scanning the process that: First, f, If’ 
implies ?,lL,~E~~~z]E,ilEz implies g,lF,n~z~gZ\P,n~~ implies ]g,l~]gJ. And sec- 
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ond, to f, + f, we can associate F, fl F2, E, fl E,, and (g, + gZ)IElnEZ, thence 
](s, + &)lE,“E*l = [s*l + [&I. 
So we have an f-homomorphism [AIB + c.‘A. It is evident that [g] = 0 implies 
f= 0, the map preserves the weak units (as functions constantly l), and the copy 
of A in [AIB goes elementwise onto the copy of A in c3A. 
Thus A 5 [AIB 5 c3A, and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is concluded. 0 
4.3. Corollary. An algebraic extension A 5 B is essential, and the dual Yosida 
map YA+ YB is irreducible. 
Proof. We noted in Section 3 that A 5 c3A is essential, and so is any first factor 
such as A 5 [AIB. Of course [ AIB 5 B is essential, and so is the composition 
A 5 B. That the irreducibility follows was noted in Section 3. 0 
4.4. Example. A 5 B and B 5 C both algebraic, with A 5 C not algebraic. 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space with a dense cozero set S which is not 
C”-embedded in X (for example, X = [0, l] > (0, 1) = S). Write S = coz g for 
g E C(X), and define f E D(X) by f(x) = 1 /]g(x)] if x E S, f(x) = +m if x@fs. So 
s =f_‘(R). 
Let A = C(X). Let B be the ‘YJ-object in D(X) generated by C(X) and f : B 
consists of all finitary expressions A V c (nf + g), with n’s integral and g’s E 
C(X). One must verify that these expressions are definable, in the natural way, as 
functions in D(X); this is easy (and, a special case of Lemma 5.2). 
We have YB = X, and [AIB = A 5 c3A, so that A 5 B is algebraic, by Theorem 
4.1. 
Now B-‘(R) = {S, X}, so that c”B = C(S), and B 5 c”B = C(S) is algebraic, by 
Theorem 4.1. 
A 5 C(S) is the restriction embedding C(X) I C(S), which is not algebraic 
because C(X) 5 C*(S) is not epic by Remark 2.4(c). 
5. Maximum algebraic extension? 
Such things generally do not exist, we show now. But D(Yc3A), while usually 
not an I-group, is the union of the algebraic extensions of A (Theorem 5.1), and 
generates C[ +ZA] (of Section 3) as an l-group (Theorem 5.3). Section 7 treats 
exactly when there are maximum algebraic extensions. 
The embedding conditions in the following are meant in the same sense as in 
Theorem 4.1; see the beginning of the proof. 
5.1. Theorem. Let A E W. 
(a) A 5 B is algebraic if and only if A 5 B c D(Yc3A). 
(b) Zf b E D( Yc3A), then there is algebraic A 5 B, with A 5 B G D(Yc3A) and 
b E B. 
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Proof. (a) Give the label cx : A 5 c’A. Let cp : A 5 B be algebraic. We are to find 
an embedding as a Lw-subobject 6 : B c D(Yc3A) with 6~ = CY. By Theorem 4.1, 
we have y : [AIB 5 c’A with y(p’ = (Y, where cp” : A 5 [AIB is the range-restriction 
of cp. By Section 2, we have YA c Y[A], a c.‘A with (Yq”)( Yy ) = YLY. Now, 
Ya is irreducible by Section 3, and thus so is Yy. Since eA = eB, we have 
B” = [e,], = [e,], 5 [AIR 5 B, so, noting Remark 2.2(b), YB* = Y[A], = YB, 
i.e., the Yosida representation of B is on Y[A],. So, with b E B c D(Y[A],) 
define 6(6) = b 0 (Yy): With Y-y irreducible we note Remark 2.2(c); thus, each 
6(b) E D( Yc3A) and 6 embeds B as a w-subobject. Evidently, 6 extends y, so 
6p = (Y. 
Conversely, suppose A c B 5 D( Yc3A). Let B’ = {b E B 1 1 bl sf for some f E 
c.‘A}. Then, [AIn c B’, while B’ c c3A by 3.2(b). So [AIR 5 c’A, and thus A I B 
is algebraic by Theorem 4.1. 
(b) The method of proving (b) will be used again below, so we isolate it: 
5.2. Lemma. Let G = c3G, and let f E D(YG). Then, G and f together generate, 
in the partial operations of D(YG), a W-object G(f) in D( YG), with G 5 (f) 
algebraic. 
Proof. An expression A, Vi c, (nrlk f + g,,), with integers n+, all grlk E G, 
and the index sets finite, can be viewed as a continuous real-valued function e on 
f 3R) n,,,,, g,;;(R), and we want to extend e continuously over YG, with values 
in [-x, +m]. Th e collection of such extensions will then be G( f ), we will have 
YG( f) = YG, and that makes G 5 G(f) algebraic by Theorem 4.1 and a 
moment’s thought. 
To extend all such expressions, it is sufficient to extend anything like f + g 
(g E G) from f-‘(R) n g-‘(R) to all further p E YG. 
First, we extend over g-‘(R): If p E g-‘(R) and pgf-I(R), say f( p) = +m, we 
define (f +g)(p)= SW, and to show continuity, choose M and find a neighbor- 
hood U of p with f + g 2 M on U n f -l(R) n g-‘(R). Since p E g-‘(R), there is 
a neighborhood 17, , on which g is bounded, say 1 gl 5 B. Since f(p) = +m, there is 
U, on which f 2 M + B. Then U = U, f’ U, works. 
So f + g is defined continuously on g-‘(R). But, G = c”G, and thus g-‘(R) is 
C’“-embedded, by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. So f + g extends over YG. 0 
We derive Theorem 5.1(b) from Lemma 5.2: In Theorem 5.1(b), let B be the 
(c3A)(f) provided by Lemma 5.2. Then B C D(Yc’A), so by Theorem 5.1(a), 
A 5 B is algebraic. 0 
In the following, the embedding conditions are meant in the same sense as 
those of Theorems 5.1 and 4.1. 
5.3. Theorem. Let A E ‘W. The W-embedding A 5 C[%,] has the following fea- 
tures : 
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(a) If A 5 B is afgebraic, then A 5 B % C[‘e,]. 
(b) Zf u E C[ %Ze,], then there are algebraic A 5 B,, and b, E B, (i = 1,2), with 
u = b, + b, in C[%,J. 
(c) If the W-embedding A 5 G satisfies (a), then A 5 C[%‘,] 5 G. 
A 5 C[%,] is usually not algebraic: For A = C[O, 11, c’A = A. If S is a proper 
dense cozero on [0, 11, then A 5 C*(S) 5 C[%,], but A 5 C*(S) is not epic, as 
noted in Remark 2.4(c). (See also Section 7.) 
And, whenever A 5 C[(e,] is not algebraic, there can be no algebraic A 5 G 
satisfying Theorem 5.3(a), per Theorem 5.3(c). 
Proof. (a) If A 9 B is algebraic, then B is a W-object in D(Yc3A), by Theorem 
5.1. So, for bE B we can write bE D(Yc3A), then b-‘(R)E (eA and b E 
C(b-‘(I?)) 5 C[%,]. 0 ne easily checks that this map of B into C[VA] is a 
W-embedding which fixes the copy of A in B. 
(b) If u E C(%,], then there is S E %$, with u E C(S). Since S is cozero, it is an 
F, and thus u-compact: S = U, K, compact. Choose m,, with (u( 5 m,, on K,,. 
Build f E C(S), f 2 0, with f P m,, + n on K,, and extend to f E D(Yc.‘A) by 
f = +a off S. Then f + u E D( Yc’A), as well (with f + u = +x off S). 
Let b, = -f, b2 = f + u, and by Theorem 5.1(b), choose algebraic A 5 B, with 
b, E B, (i = 1,2). The equation b, + bl = u holds in C(S), and since C(S) 5 
C[ %,I, that equation holds in C[ %,I as well. 
(c) Suppose A 5 G satisfies (a). Given u E C[ %‘,I, write u = b, + b2, bj E B, , 
as in (b). Let that equation define the image of u in G. One easily checks that this 
map is well-defined, and a W-embedding. 0 
6. Algebraically closed extensions 
An object A is called algebraically closed if A 5 B algebraic implies A = B. 
First, recall the following: 
6.1. Proposition [21]. D(X) is closed under its partial addition, and is thus a 
W-object, iff X is a quasi-F space. q 
6.2, Theorem. In W, A is algebraically closed iff A = D(YA) (and necessarily, YA 
is a quasi-F space). 
Proof. If A is algebraically closed, then A = c3A, by Theorem 4.1. Now, Theorem 
5.1(b) shows A = D(YA). 
Suppose A = D( YA). By Proposition 6.1, YA is quasi-F, so each member of 
A-‘(R) is C”-embedded (since a-‘(R) = coz[ll(lal v l)] and l/(/a/ v 1) E 
C(YA)). Thus each member of A-‘(R), is C*-embedded, by 3.2(c), and A 5 
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c’A = c”D(YA) = D(YA) = A. Now, Theorem 5.1(a) shows that A is algebraically 
closed. 
6.3. Theorem. Let A E W. The W-embedding A 5 C[ %‘,,I has the following 
features: 
(a) C[%,,] is algebraically closed. 
(b) If A 5 B is algebraic, then A 4 B 5 C[ ge,,]. 
(c) If the W-embedding A 9 G satisfies (a) and (b), then A 5 C[%,,] 5 G. 
Proof. (a) follows from Theorem 6.2 and 3.4. (b) follows from Theorem 5.3(a), 
and the fact that C[(e,] 5 C[%‘,,]. 
We derive (c): Of course, if A 5 G contains every algebraic extension of A, 
then A 5 C[%‘,] 9 G, by Theorem 5.3(c), If G is algebraically closed, then 
G = D( YG) and G is ‘uniformly complete’, i.e., contains every function on 
D(YG) which is the uniform limit over YG of a sequence of functions out of G. 
And, if G is uniformly complete with H 5 G, then the ‘uniform closure’ of H is 
contained in G. And, C[‘%,,] is the uniform closure of C[(e,], by 3.4(e). So (c) 
follows. 0 
7. Objects with no pathology of algebraic extensions 
We prove the following theorem: 
7.1. Theorem. For any A E W, the following are equivalent: 
(1) If A 5 B and B 5 C are algebraic, then A 5 C is algebraic (or, AE’s 
compose). 
(2) If A 5 Bi, i = 1,2, are algebraic, then there is A 5 C algebraic with A I B, 5 
C, i = 1,2 (or, AE’s amalgamate algebraically). 
(3) There is a maximum algebraic extension, i.e., algebraic A 5 G such that 
A 5 B algebraic implies A 5 B 5 G. 
(4) A 5 C[(e,] is algebraic. 
(5) A 5 C[%,,] is algebraic. 
(6) A has an algebraically closed algebraic extension (or, an algebraic closure). 
(7) Yc’A is quasi-F space. 
7.2. Lemma. (a) If u E C[ %,I, then there are algebraic extensions A 5 B and 
B 5 C, with A 5 B I C 5 C[%,] and u E C. 
(b) If A 5 B and B 5 C are algebraic, then A 5 B 5 C 5 C[ %,,I. 
Proof. (a) For u E C[ %,I, u E C(S) for some S E (eA. Now S = f-‘(R) for some 
f E D(Yc3A). Then, per Lemma 5.2, A 5 (c3A)( f) is algebraic, and (c3A)( f) f 
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c”((c3A)(f)) . 1 b is a ge raic by Theorem 4.1. From the definition of c3, we see that 
C(S) 5 c%%(f)), and it is not hard to see that c’((c3A)( f)) 5 C[ %,I. 
(b) For algebraic A 4 B, there is an irreducible map YB L Yc3A which 
produces the embedding B C D(Yc3A) as b H b 0 7, according to Theorem 5.1 (a) 
and its proof. Then, from the definition of c3B and irreducibility of 7, we embed 
c3Bsc[%,,] by: for fEC(nJ,,)dB, we have fO+C(r)&SJ~ 
C[%Afi]. Dually, we have another irreducible map Yc”B + YC[%,,], and we 
can embed D(Yc’B) 2 D(YC[ %,,I) = C[%,,] by f-f0 (T. If B zz C is algebraic, 
then by Theorem 5.1 again, Cc D(Yc’B), so CZ C[(e,,]. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. (5) j (1) Given algebraic A 5 B, B 5 C, we have A 5 
C 5 C[%,,] by Lemma 7.2(b), so if (5) holds, then A 5 C is algebraic. 
(1) + (4) Note Lemma 7.2(a). If (1) holds then, every element of C[%,] is 
algebraic over A, so using Section 1, (4) holds. 
(3) + (2) Clear. 
(4) +J (3) Note Theorem 5.3, and use G = C[%,]. 
(5) + (4) Since A 5 C[ +ZA] 5 C[ %,,]. 
(2)+(7) Let SE (eA and u E C*(S). Now S =f-‘R for fE D(Yc3A); note 
f + ~1 E D(YcjA). We then have algebraic A 5 (c’A)(f) = B,, A 5 (c.‘A)(f + U) = 
B2, by Lemma 5.2. Take algebraic A 5 C, per (2). We have C 5 D(Yc3A) by 
Theorem 5.1. Since u = ( f + u) - u E C, this says u extends over Yc.‘A. 
(7)+(5) Assuming (7), C[%,,] = D(Yc3A) (using 3.4), and then this is an 
algebraic extension by Theorem 5.1. 
(5)+(6) C[%,,] is algebraically closed, by Theorem 6.3. 
(6) + (5) If A 5 G is algebraic, then YA d--- YG is irreducible, by Example 
4.4, and if G is algebraically closed, YG is quasi-F by Proposition 6.1 and 
Theorem 6.2. But x : A 5 C[%,,] = C has for its Yosida map YA a YC the 
‘minimal quasi-F cover’, meaning there is YC & YG with (Yx)Q = T, by 3.4. 
Then Q is irreducible, and C 3 c H c 0 Q E D( YG) = G produces an embedding of 
C with A 5 C zs G. Since A 5 G is algebraic, so is A 5 C. 0 
8. Majorizing epics 
The morphism AL B of l-groups is called majorizing if, for each b E B, 
there is a E A with lb1 5 q(a), i.e., [p(A)lR = B. 
In ordered algebra, in studying a particular kind of extension, one frequently 
encounters the condition of majorizing: sometimes it occurs naturally (as with 
order-dense extensions), and sometimes it seems to be imposed to get a good 
theory (as with relatively uniformly dense extensions). 
We now examine those extensions in W which are algebraic and majorizing. 
This is needed for our sequel about algebraic extension in Arch, via the following: 
A 5 B is algebraic in Arch iff it is majorizing and for each u E A, A/u’ 5 Blu’ is 
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algebraic in W (which shall be proved in that sequel) and, the theory is relatively 
simple, quite well-behaved, and very close at hand: 
In W: A morphism A’F- B which is epic in W, and majorizing, will be called 
Mepic. An object A is Mepicomplete if A 5 B Mepic implies A = B. Given A, we 
have A 5 c3A; let mA = [A],iA. 
8.1. Proposition. (a) A Mepic extension is algebraic. 
(b) A 5 B and B 5 C both Mepic implies A 5 C Mepic. 
Proof. (a) follows from Theorem 2.8. (b) The composition of two epics is epic, 
and the composition of two majorizing embeddings is majorizing. 0 
8.2. Theorem. (a) A 5 B is Mepic iff A 5 B 5 mA. 
(b) A is Mepicomplete iff A = mA. 
(c) A 5 mA is the Mepicomplete reflection of A, i.e., for each cp : A+ B, with 
B Mepicomplete, there is unique mcp : mA+ B with mcpl, = cp. 
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 8.1(a) and Theorem 4.1, and (b) follows from 
(a). For (c): given cp, we have c’cp : c3A- c’B, with c3’plA = cp, by Lemma 4.2. Put 
mcp = c3~ImA. This clearly works, and is unique because A 5 mA is epic. 0 
Theorem 8.2 recapitulates much of [3], from the present point of view of 
algebraic extensions: In [3], it is shown that mA (there called CA) is the ‘convex 
reflection’ of A. (Of course, the proofs of [3] are built into Theorem 8.2 via 3.2.) 
9. Essential refiections 
In Section 3, we noted that each A 5 c3A is an essential embedding. We now 
show that, in W, the class c3 (of all B with B = c’B) is the smallest reflective 
subcategory for which the reflection maps are essential embeddings, or what is the 
same, for each A, the extension A 5 c3A contains every essential reflection of A. 
One might interpret this as saying that c3A is the functorial analogue of Conrad’s 
essential hull [lo] for W. (Our sequel will take up these issues in Arch, and the 
present development is needed for that.) 
9.1. Reflections. In a category & : 
(a) The full subcategory %! is called reflective if, for each A E &, there is a 
morphism rA : A-+ rA with rA E 3, with the universal mapping property: given 
cp : A-+ R, with R E 3, there is unique rep : rA* R with (rcp)r, = cp. 
The r,‘s are called the %-reflection morphisms. If each rA is epic, we call 6% 
epic-reflective. Likewise, mono-reflective, and ‘ess-reflective’ means that each rA 
is an essential manic (meaning rA is manic, and yr, manic implies y manic). 
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(b) It is an easy fact that mono-reflective implies epi-reflective [22], and for 
‘sufficiently complete’ L& (like ‘!IV and Arch [6]), the epi-reflectives are character- 
ized by the ‘Quasivariety Theorem’ [22] (due to Freyd, Isbell and Kennison): %! is 
epi-reflective in ~4 iff 9 is closed under formation of products and extremal 
subobjects (where A 5’ B is ‘extremal’ if cp = fe with e epic implies e is an 
isomorphism; in effect, A has no epic extension within B). 
(c) We shall need an observation about ess-reflections first made in 1.8 of [23], 
and, in ignorance of that, repeated in [17]. For convenience, we concretize the 
formulation. Given 2 c &, call A 5 R ‘%-minimal’ if R E 92 and A 5 R’ i R with 
R’ E 9?, implies R’ = R. Assume some mild conditions on A (enjoyed by “ur and 
Arch), and let ?i? be mono-reflective. Then, each refiection A 5 rA is %-minimal, 
and if A I rA is essential, then it is the only %-minimal embedding of A (up to 
isomorphism, of course). 
9.2. Theorem. In W, if 9i! is ess-reflective, then, for each A, c’A E 3. (i.e., 
c3 C 9?), and A 5 rA 5 c3A. 
Proof. Actually, whenever reflective 2 has c3A E 5’2, then A 5 rA 5 c.‘A: We have 
the reflection morphisms r, : A + rA, and (Y : A 5 c’A. If c3A E 2, then there is 
rcy : rA-t c3A with (ra)rA = cr. Since a is manic (i.e., l-l), so is r,, and since (Y 
is essential, ra is manic. 
Now let !?5! be ess-reflective. We show that c3 c % as follows. First, each r,_, is 
algebraic (Proposition 9.3). Thus, for each quasi-FX,D(X) = rD(X), since D(X) 
is algebraically closed (Proposition 6.1); so D(X) E %?, and also any extremal 
subobject of any D(X) lies in %! too, by 9.1(b). Second, whenever A E c’, then 
there is a quasi-F space X with A 5 D(X) as an extremal subobject (Theorem 
9.4). 
9.3. Proposition. If %! is ess-reflective, then for each A, A 5 rA is algebraic. 
Proof. (This is valid in considerable generality, in particular, in Arch as well as 
w.) Using Section 1, we show that, whenever A 5 B 5 rA, then A 5 B is epic. So 
let cp,$ : B+ C have (~1~ = r/IA. By 9.1(c), rB = rA, so there are rcp,rtC, : rA + rC 
with rcpl, = cp, r+le = $. But rcpl, = (~1~ = $lA = r$IA. Uniqueness of lifts from 
A over rA says that rep = r$, whence cp = rcpl H = r$lR = 4. 0 
9.4. Theorem. If A E c3, then A 5 D(X) extremally in W, for some quasi-F space 
X. 
Proof. The method is this: If A = c3A, then A = U {C(S) ( S E A-‘(R),} modulo 
^I, per Section 3, or A = 1% C(S) for short. For each S, we find a space Y,y and 
extremal C(S) ses C(Y,y), in such a way that S > T implies Y,y > Y,, so we have 
restriction homomorphisms p”, and a$ making 
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C(S) 2 C(Y,) 




commute. There results a limit embedding A = 15 C(S) Ll% C(Y,)=L 
which is extremal, and that L is a D(X). We present the details: 
The following is obvious, but convenient. 
Lemma. Let G 5 H in W, and let H, = {h E HI there is an epi-indicator (per 
Section 2) in H for h over G}. Then, if G 5 K 5 H with G 5 K epic, then K 5 H, , 
and if G = H, , then G 5 H is extremal. 0 
Fix an uncountable set T. 
(a) Given S (any space), let Y, = S U ( UxEs T.,) (T, = T), topologized as: U is 
open in Y iff U fl S is open in S, and for each x E U f~ S, U fl T, is cofinite. It 
results that, for each x E S, the subspace {x} U TX is the one-point compactifica- 
tion of discrete T, and that Y, has no proper dense cozeros, so is quasi-F by 
default. (This is a construction from [12], the point there being that S is a closed 
subspace of Y,s.) 
The map C(S) 3f-f~ C(Y,), where 71, = f and f],, = f(x) constantly, is a 
W-embedding, and we write C(S) 5 C( Ys). Otherwise put, there is the retraction 
rr : Y~7+ S given by z-( T, fl {x}) = x for each x E S, and f= f 0 n. Of course the 
Yosida map for C(S) 5 C( Y,) is PS a p Y,. 
We show that C(S) = C( Y,s), as in the lemma: If h $ C(S), then there is k E S 
for which hliXInT, is not constant, hence not constant on T., , say h(p) # h(q) for 
p, q E TX. Were h E C( Y,), , then would be a function in D( /3 Y.s) taking value 30 
at p or q; but p and q are isolated. So h gC(S), 
(b) Let A be c3, and write A = 1% {C(S) ( SE A-‘(R),} per the remarks 
before (***). Let S > T. Let p.s : C(S)-+ C(T) be p.;(f) = f 1 T. The construction 
in (a) makes Y, > Y,, so we also have a’; : C( Ys)+ C(Y,) as u’;(f) = f 1 y,. 
Evidently, the diagram (***) commutes, for every S > T. 
Now, it is clear that our expression 14 C(S) is the direct limit in abel- 
ian l-groups. So we have a direct limit mapping in abelian l-groups, 
A = 14 C(S)& 1% C(Y,) = L, which is evidently an embedding, and e(e,) 
(= the equivalence class of the constant 1) is a weak unit in L. By [5, 8.3.41, L is 
archimedean (because A-‘(R), is closed under countable intersection). 
So e is a W embedding of A into L. This embedding is extremal: Using the 
Lemma, let h E L,, and let (countable) I c L epi-indicate for h over A. Since 
A-‘(R), is closed under countable intersection, there is a single S such that h and 
all elements of I have representatives in C( Ys); call these h and I, again. Theorem 
2.3 shows that I epi-indicates over C(S) for h in C( Y,). Thus, h E C(Y,y), = C(S) 
(by (a)), so h E A, L, = A, and the embedding is extremal. 
Algebraic extensions 19 
Finally, we show that L = D(YL) (which implies that YL is quasi-F, 
by Proposition 6.1). For this, we seem to need to observe that: first, 
C(YL) = 1% C*(Y.7) (b ecause 1% C*(Y,) separates the points of YL, and thus is 
uniformly dense in C(YL) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, but 1% C*(Y,) is 
also uniformly closed, since A-‘(R), is closed under countable intersection): and, 
second, the embedding A 5 L preserves the evident pointwise multiplications 
(which make these f-rings). 
SoletfED(YL);wecansupposef~l.Letg(y)=l/~(y);sogEC(YL),and 
thus g E C( Y,) for some S. Now g is not a zero-divisor in C(YL), so it is not a 
zero-divisor in C( Y,). Thus the zero-set in Y,7, Z(g), is nowhere dense in Y,; but 
then Z(g) = 0, since Y, has no proper dense cozeros. Put h(z) = l/g(z), for 
z E Y,: h E C(Ys). Then hg = 1 in C(Y,s), so hg = 1 in L, which means h(y) = 
l/g(y) wherever h and g are real, which means h(y) = f( y) on a dense set, so 
h =fon YL, i.e., ‘fE L’. 0 
9.5. Remarks. In [1.5, 161, it is shown that if 3 is ess-reflective in W, then each 
C(X) E 2, and if %! is also closed under w-quotients, then c3 G %!. Theorem 9.2 
improves these. 
Let S,B stand for the class of extremal subobjects of %-objects, and let AC 
stand for the class of algebraically closed objects. Theorem 9.2 and its proof show 
that, in W, S,AC is the least en-reflective subcategory. Our sequel to this paper 
will prove that in Arch; the statement probably has considerable general validity, 
since the link between essential reflections and algebraic extensions is forged by 
the quite abstract Propositions 1.2 and 9.3. 
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